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Major art project at the Mannheim Wasserturm: 
This autumn the Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie 2017 will put on display a large-
scale installation by Arno Gisinger that reconstructs the historical exhibitions 
from the Kunsthalle Mannheim. 
The Ghost Stories project is made possible by the Kunsthalle Mannheim’s generosity in opening 
up its archive of historical glass plates and by the MVV Energie company in Mannheim, which 
owns the Wasserturm. 

+++++ The Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie is being staged for the first time in 2017 as the  
successor of the Fotofestival Mannheim-Ludwigshafen-Heidelberg. Together with the three  
municipalities and BASF SE as the premium sponsor, the establishment of the new Biennale is 
supported by the Federal Cultural Foundation, which is acting as a second main sponsor of the 
2017 edition of the festival. +++++ 

Farewell Photography: Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie 2017  
Duration: 09.09 – 05.11.2017; Opening: 08.09.2017 
Wasserturm opening hours: Tue–Sun, 3–7 pm 

A freely accessible multi-part projection by the Austrian photographer Arno Gisinger (b. 1964) at 
the Mannheim Wasserturm, one of the city’s most important landmarks, will be a highlight for 
visitors to the first Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie when it opens on 9 September 2017.  
Gisinger will be turning the Wasserturm into a panoptic canvas for the duration of the Biennale. 
Outstanding exhibitions from the history of the Kunsthalle Mannheim will be reconstructed and 
projected next to one another to explore the relationship between them.  

The photographic holdings at the Kunsthalle Mannheim constitute the starting point for this new 
work entitled Ghost Stories, which has been commissioned for the Biennale. The glass plate 
archive, which contains over seven thousand images—primarily art reproductions, exhibition 
documentation, and architectural photographs dating from the museum’s inauguration in 1907 
up until the early 1960s—is the institution’s visual memory, one that has hitherto been  
inaccessible to visitors. It provides a clear illustration of the museum’s exhibition policy, which 
has been marked by political upheavals (World War I, National Socialism, the post-war period), 
and its extraordinary history.  

Arno Gisinger transposes the archive—pictures taken by photographer Kurt Schneyer (and to 
some extent by his successor Margita Wickenhäuser)—using a large-format, multi-part  
projection as a simultaneous visual narrative that is displayed on the interior walls of the 
Wasserturm on different levels. The building is located close to the Kunsthalle, the pictures’ 
place of origin. In this way Gisinger instigates a visual debate in the Wasserturm on (art) history 
and the role of photography as a storage medium. Visitors can navigate through the installation  



space going via a new floor designed by the architect Bernhard Tatter and enjoying a variety of 
perspectives. This involves a conceptual and spatial transfer of the pictures—a switch of context 
from that of the historical archive to one of contemporary perception. The images emerge from 
the archive’s repository to confront visitors like ghosts from a bygone age. 

The Wasserturm  
The Wasserturm is one of the most significant landmarks in Mannheim, standing in close  
proximity to the Kunsthalle Mannheim. The tower was built between 1886 and 1889 on today’s 
Friedrichsplatz based on plans drawn up by Gustav Halmhuber. It is 60 metres high and has a 
diameter of 19 metres. While the outside is visible from a considerable distance, the building’s 
interior is only open to the people of Mannheim on certain special occasions (such as the  
annual Open Monuments Day). For the Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie, the Mannheim energy 
company MVV, which owns the tower, will make the building accessible to the public for an  
extended period covering the duration of the exhibitions. 
  
Arno Gisinger (b. 1964, Dornbirn in Austria; lives in Paris) studied photography at the École 
nationale supérieure de la photographie in Arles, and history and German studies at the  
University of Innsbruck. Since 2005 he has worked as an independent photographic artist in 
Paris and has taught photography at the University of Paris VIII in Saint-Denis. Gisinger’s work 
addresses questions relating to the representation of history and memory in visual media with a 
special focus on photography. It has been shown in a wide variety of venues, including Palais 
de Tokyo, Paris; Centre Pompidou, Paris; Beirut Art Center; Museum der Moderne Salzburg; 
Museu de Arte do Rio, Rio de Janeiro; Museum für Photographie Braunschweig; and the  
Rencontres d’Arles. 

  
Gisinger’s projects regularly tackle questions of photographic memory and the visual presenta-
tion of history in the various manifestations of remembrance culture (monuments, museums, 
collections, archives, photographs in schoolbooks, etc.). 

Participating institutions at the Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie 2017: Zephyr – Raum für 
Fotografie, Port25 – Raum für Gegenwartskunst, Kunsthalle Mannheim/Exhibition in the 
Wasserturm (Mannheim), Wilhelm-Hack-Museum, Kunstverein Ludwigshafen (Ludwigshafen); 
Sammlung Prinzhorn, Heidelberger Kunstverein (Heidelberg) 

History: The Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie, the successor event to the Fotofestival  
Mannheim-Ludwigshafen-Heidelberg, is taking place for the first time in 2017. Building on the 
festival’s first edition in 2005, the Biennale has now established itself as one of Germany’s most 
important curated photographic events, drawing people from around the world. The Biennale 
will continue to be characterized by the ideas of its guest curators, whose line-up changes every 
two years—working in dialogue with invited artists, the metropolitan area, the three cities h 
osting the event, and local, national, and international visitors, the curators consistently address 
new aspects of contemporary photography. The most important exhibition venues in the three 
cities are involved in staging the festival: their specific profile is integrated in each case into the 
exhibition concept. The last festival had more than 35,000 visitors. 
Making the Biennale a reality requires the close collaboration of organizers and sponsors of  
cultural events throughout the metropolitan area. The Biennale connects the three cities with 
one another, bringing together their cultural institutions in a regional dialogue, a cooperative 
venture that serves as a model at the national level.  



Further information and the latest visual material for the Biennale can be downloaded from 
the Press section of the website www.biennalefotografie.de 

Press contact: 
Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie 
Hendrik v. Boxberg / Press & PR 
T.: +49 (0)177-7379207 
presse@von-boxberg.de 

Curators 2017: Florian Ebner, Fabian Knierim, Boaz Levin, Kerstin Meincke, Christin Müller, 
and Kathrin Schönegg 
 
www.biennalefotografie.de 

The Ghost Stories project, which forms part of the Biennale für aktuelle Fotografie, is made 
possible through the kind support of: 

We would like to thank our sponsors, supporters, and all the partners of the Biennale für 
aktuelle Fotografie 2017: 
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